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Kimaathi Spence Editor
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Education Post Graduate Diploma Film and Television Studies
Languages Spanish

Documentary and Factual

Know Your Sh!t Monkey Kingdom Channel 4
60 min Factual
Know Your Sh!t opens the doors to their very own ‘Poo HQ’ in their quest to break the ‘Poo Taboo’ in this new 6 part
series. Their main mission is to get the UK to normalise having important conversations about gut health which the
population seem to rather avoid. Containing a mix of both studio and location VTs across the UK, presenters Lisa
and Alana MacFarlane guide us through a Gastrointestinal world and help contributors manage and diagnose their
symptoms along the way with the help of experts.
Executive Producer: Andy Charles-Smith, Edit Producer: Kelly Edgson-Carroll

Secret of the Royal Palaces, Series 3 Viacom International Channel 5
60 min Documentary, Additional Editor
Kate Williams tells scandalous and shocking stories of palaces in Britain that belong to the Royal family, such as
Buckingham Palace, Sandringham House, Highgrove, and more.

Should I Buy an Electric Car? Britespark Films Channel 5
60 min Factual
Alexis Conran investigates the issues that affect our daily lives, from nuisance calls to parking scams. This episode Alexis
investigates as Britain gears to switch to electric cars.

Dispatches: Why Is My Car So Expensive? Britespark Films Channel 4
60 min Factual
What's the real story behind the soaring cost of new and second-hand cars? As the car industry pulls in huge profits,
Dispatches has top tips on how not to get ripped off.

Lost Treasures of Ancient Rome (Reversions) Windfall Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary National Geographic
Lost Treasures of Ancient Rome will join teams of archaeologists as they make astonishing, career-defining discoveries.
They will reveal the hidden secrets of Rome’s spectacular amphitheatre, the Colosseum. We’ll embed our cameras as
archaeologists undertake the biggest excavations at Pompeii in fifty years. We’ll follow dive teams uncovering the
remains of a spectacular sunken city and reveal astonishing new evidence about one of the greatest empires the world
has ever seen
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What on Earth? Series 7 WAG Entertainment Science
60 min Docuseries Channel
"What on Earth?" investigates mysteries from strange geological occurrences to weird man-made structures. Every
day, the eyes in the sky uncover new mysterious phenomena, and some defy easy explanation

Great British Landmark Fixers WAG Entertainment UKTV
60 min Factual
Documentary series revealing the remarkable feats of engineering undertaken in order to maintain British
landmarks. Showing the detailed knowledge, craftsmanship and engineering ingenuity that is necessary to keep
these.

NASA’s Unexplained Files WAG Entertainment Science
60 min Factual Documentary, Additional Editor Channel
NASA's task of reaching beyond the bounds of Earth has uncovered disturbing anomalies that have perplexed even
the finest scientific minds. Science Channel digs into the space agency's archives to reveal countless mysteries and
unusual encounters, discoveries and sightings.

Operation Thai Cave Rescue ITN Productions Discovery
48 min Documentary, Additional Editor
Intrigue, unfathomable danger, tragedy and ultimate triumph: the story of 12 boys and their football coach who
were rescued from deep inside a cave in Thailand.

The World’s Most Famous Train RizeUSA Channel 4
60 min Documentary
A one-off film following the stories of the staff and passengers on the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express.

The Secrets Of The Tea Chimps Angel Eye Productions Channel 5
45 min Documentary
For 50 years the British public had an extraordinary love affair with a cartload of tea-drinking chimpanzees. This
charming documentary tells the story of how the chimps came to be on our screens, what happened to them when
the cameras stopped rolling and the problems they faced once the limelight faded.

Preposterous Pets Barcroft Discovery
60 min Documentary Animal Planet
Series looking at unlikely pets (Cobras, Cheetahs, Lizards, a mature Gorilla and Capybara) and their owner’s bizarre
lives.

Can’t Stop Crackit Productions Channel 5
2 x 60 min Documentary
Hoarding, Cosmetic Surgery. Series about the most obsessive compulsives in Britain and the US, including people
who can’t stop stealing, having cosmetic surgery body modification, shopping and collecting.
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200 Nips and Cuts & I Want More Crackit Productions Channel 5
45 min Documentary
Program about some extreme obsessive compulsives in Britain and the US, including people who can't stop having
body modification and cosmetic procedures.

Amanda Knox Trial: 5 Key Questions Barcroft Productions Channel 5
3 x 60 min Documentary
Investigative program broadcast prior to 2014 court appeal, asking 5 key questions regarding the guilt of Amanda
Knox and Rafael Sollecito in the murder of Meredith Kercher.

Countdown to Murder CrackIt Productions Channel 5
3 x 60 min Drama Documentary
Docudrama series using dramatic reconstruction to chart the last days leading up to horrific killings from the
perspective of both murderer and victim. The series will Provide psychological analysis and anatomy of the plans
the killers formulated to lure or trick their victims.

Body Bizarre Zig Zag & Barcroft Discovery
60 min Documentary
The series takes a heartfelt glimpse into the lives of those living with remarkable medical conditions in a sensitive
way that satisfies the audience's intrinsic and deep seated curiosity.

Foxes Live: Wild in the City Windfall Films Channel 4
Documentary, Additional Editor (VT’s)
Live interactive natural history event carrying out the biggest nationwide study into urban foxes in the UK. No one
knows for sure how many foxes live in the UK or whether the population is growing. Channel 4 aims to make the
most comprehensive estimate of the UK urban fox population putting the power into the hands of the viewers.

Tallest Tower: Building the Shard Prospect Pictures Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Very fast turnaround. An examination of the challenges and achievements of building Western Europe's tallest
tower in a densely populated part of London.

Inside Natures Giants: Fred The Baboon Windfall Films Channel 4
48 min Documentary, Additional Editor
Natural History series that dissects the largest animals on the planet and uncover their evolutionary secrets. This
episode looks at Fred, an alpha male Cape baboon, euthanized for terrorising local residents.

Built From Disaster: Trains Two Four Discovery
48 min Documentary
Program looking at how we learn from disasters such as plane crashes and stadium crushes to develop and
improve design and construction.
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Built From Disaster: Skyscrapers Two Four Discovery
48 min Documentary
Program looking at how we learn from disasters such as plane crashes and stadium crushes to develop and
improve design and construction.

Slave to Fashion Spun Gold & Channel 4 T4
Documentary
Series looking at how the multi-billion dollar fashion industry and ‘celebrity culture’ conspire to keep us spending.
Documentary shorts exploring science with a ‘populist’ approach.

Going for Headship. Going for Leadership. Evans-Woolfe Teachers TV
2 x 40 min Factual
Two programmes looking at the expected and unexpected challenges facing Black teachers and Head teachers in
their quest for the top job.

A Performers Passion Gemini Pictures Speedvision US
30 min Documentary
Mark Knopfler: Racing Driver. A film exploring his passion for racing vintage cars and classic motorbikes and how
this is reflected in his music.

Police Camera Action Optomen Carlton
23 min Factual
Series that uses original police footage to give an insight into the often bizarre and terrifying behaviour of motorists.

Off The Rails Wall to Wall Discovery Home
30 min Documentary & Leisure
Factual series exploring the world of steam trains and railway enthusiasts.

Ulrika in Euroland Planet 24 BBC2
40 min Documentary
Program looking at the implications of UK swapping the Pound for Euro with views from politicians, economists,
business and the public at large.

Anatomy of a Hurricane Pioneer National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Documentary charting the development of a hurricane from birth off the West African coast to its demise at landfall
in Galveston, Texas.

My Sunday: Lionel Blue Roger Bolton Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Location based documentary with Lionel Bloom, looking at his life, their moral choices and mistakes.
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Quantum Leaps Open University BBC2
50 min Documentary, Series Editor
Popular Science Documentary series featuring great scientific leaps at the turn of the 20th century, e.g. microscopy,
evolution, extinction, SETI, quantum physics.

Science Bites Open University BBC2
Documentary, Series Editor
Shorts exploring science with a ‘populist’ approach.

One Direction The Farm Group
Documentary
Program on the pop group One Direction.

Doorstep Crime 999 Objective Productions BBC
30 min Factual
Series presented by Gloria Hunniford, which explores viewers' experiences of cons, scams and other criminal
activities directed at consumers in their own homes.

Destination Art Marlli Productions BBC World
Factual
An arts series showcasing artists and their work from the international art world.

Factual Entertainment

Don’t Get Done Get Dom Flame TV BBC
43 min Factual Entertainment
Dominic Littlewood fights for consumers’ rights and passes on the tricks of the trade to save cash on the high street.

Escape To The Country Freemantle BBC 2
45 min Factual Entertainment
A series which helps prospective buyers find their dream home in the country.

Destination Music Marlli Productions BBC World
20 min Factual Entertainment
'World Music' series showcasing music (Cajun, Blues, Jazz, Folk) from major music festivals around the globe.

Airshow World Gemini Pictures Discovery Channel
60 min Factual Entertainment, Series Editor
Series bringing news, highlights and features from civilian and military air shows around the world.
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Driven Darlow Smithson Channel 4
24 min Factual Entertainment
Features programme looking at new developments and latest models within the automotive industry.

The Culture Show BBC Scotland BBC 2
60 min Factual Entertainment
Best of the week's arts and culture news, covering books, art, film, etc

Entertainment

Jungle Gold Raw TV Discovery
60 min Entertainment, Additional Editor
Determined gold miners from around the world seek their fortunes in the dangerous and gold-rich jungles of
Ghana, Africa's second largest gold producing country.

Geordie Shore: Why Aye Love You Lime Pictures MTV
60 min Entertainment
A three-part series looking back on classic Geordie moments from the last five years.

A Place in the Sun Freeform Production C4
2 x 45 min Entertainment
The show that helps house hunters find dream holiday homes all over Europe with advice from international
property experts.

Bling it On Firecracker Films TLC
60 min Entertainment
Boston designer Sondra Celli, best known from "My Big Fat American Gypsy Wedding," invites viewers into her
fantastical world of fashion, design and bling.

The Only Way is Essex, Series 3 Lime ITV2
45 min Entertainment, Additional Editor
ITV2's BAFTA award winning reality show.

The Future Family Two Four Web content
Entertainment
Future Family will see an average family home refitted with the latest technology – some of it years from being
made available to the public – that aims to transform how we live our lives. The programme will include cutting edge
technology that appeals to both the environmentally conscious and gadget lovers.
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Steps Reunion ITV Productions Sky UK Living
Entertainment
Four-part series documenting their journey, from their lives as individuals to whether there is any possibility that
they might relaunch the band and ‘make it’ in the ever-competitive music industry.

At It Eyeworks Channel 4 T4
Entertainment
Channel 4 youth slot targeted at the 16-25 age group. Performance, features, celebrity interviews, stings and promos.

Amazing Conversions Wall to Wall Discovery Home
Entertainment & Leisure
Lifestyle program in a series devoted to converting dwellings from a state of possible demolition to fantasy home.

She’s Gotta Have It Talkback Channel 4
24 min Entertainment
Lifestyle programme with a makeover element exploring new 'looks' on a variable budget.

He’s Gotta Have It Talkback Channel 4
24 min Entertainment
Lifestyle program with a makeover element exploring new 'looks' on a variable budget, for men.

Corporate/Music/Commercials

Home of the Future E-on Power / TwoFour TV Channel 4
Promo
40 short web videos aimed at providing support to the series broadcast by Channel 4. Subjects include living with
renewable energy, insect protein, electric cars and a backyard aquaponics and state of the art tech for the home.

Everest Doors Iceni Films Everest Group
Commercial
Series of DVDs providing sales teams with detailed information on products and safety standards. Web/DVD

HSBC: Diversity and Inclusion Rocket Science Group HSBC
Commercial
Policy video outlining the necessity for a new approach to diversity and inclusion for global operations. Web/DVD

HSBC: International Women's Day Rocket Science Group HSBC
Commercial
Event video celebrating IWD and HSBC;s corporate strategy for women. Web/DVD
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Summer Holiday Dance Party Ministry of Sound
Promo
DVD compilation of summer holiday club hits with easy to follow dance routines for younger pop fans.

Pacesetters: A Dialogue of Equals Artikal Films NHS
Promo
Conference video promoting a new approach to reach all communities for healthcare.

Putting People First Waltham Borough Council Artikal Films
Promo
Public information video informing borough service users of direct benefit payments scheme promoting choice and
independence for people with disability and their carers.

Greening of Islington Silverfish Islington
Promo Council
Promotional video aimed at highlighting the increasing ‘greening’ of Islington borough.

Haringey Guarantee Artikal Films Haringey Council
Promo
Promotional video aimed at work/training.

MTV European Music Awards, MTV
Music
Nominee Packages

The Sixth Sense

Word on the Street Touch Magazine

Corporate Packages for Winterthur, Comet, Bodyshop, and World Update

Jacaranda
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